CHAPTER VI
SOME CHEQUERED YEAES
A Parliamentary group—Haldane, Grey, Acland, Buxton—Asquith an infrequent
speaker in Parliament—Growth of his reputation as a debater—Morley as
patron and mentor—Expansion of Asquith's social Circle—Death of Helen
Asquith.	0* A*
As far back as 1882 Asquith had formed the acquaintance of
Mr. R. B, (later Viscount) Haldane. Both were barristers of Lin- g*
coin's Inn, both were Liberals, both lacked private fortunes, both
were ambitious. Both were strenuous and articulate members of
the Eighty Club, of which Haldane had been the first Honorary
Secretary. Not long after their first meeting, Haldane, most
uncharacteristically, fell ill. He recuperated at Asquith's house in
Hampstead, at which, thenceforward, he was a constant and
warmly welcomed visitor (not least by the children, whom he
loaded with presents). Thus was laid the keel of a lifelong friend-
ship, possibly the closest Asquith had with any man.
Haldane, like Grey, though a few years younger than Asquith,
entered Parliament some months before him, in November 1885,
When Asquith joined them, in July 1886, the three men gravitated
together. Along with Sidney Buxton,1 Ronald Ferguson,2 " Tom "
Ellis, and some others, they came to form a coherent parliamentary
team of young Liberals, acting politically in concert and close
alliance. The most experienced member of this group, and perhaps
its moving spirit, was A. EL D. Acland,8 whose name is still remem-
bered as the successfal Minister for Education in Mr, Gladstone's
1892 Government, Mr. Gladstone's absorption in Ireland left a
wide field (the Newcastle programme being still to come) for the
thoughtful initiative of a body of keen young men bent on social and
domestic reform. Into this field the group plunged with ardour,
surveying and parcelling out the ground, exchanging ideas, and
formulating conclusions somewhat in the spirit of a modern
<c summer school/' These conclusions were often tinctured with a
1 Afterwards, Earl Buxton*	* Afterwards, ViscoMt HTom
* Afterwards, Sir Arthur Aoland*
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